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Introduc tion

The Soviets have long understood the prerequisites for achieving
combat success at the o eat'ional and tactical

levels of w'ar

Among

these prerequisites is the necessity for conducting efficient, rapid
maneuver,

Long-term Soviet belief in the utility of operational

maneuver is well-dccurented in

Scviet military works and,

to an

increasing degree, in Western analyses of Soviet operational techniques,
Western appreciati,-,n of Soviet concern for tactical maneuver, however,
is less mature,

Most Western analyses portray So,viet tactical combat

measures collectively as steamroller tactics, characterized by Soviet
use cf overwhelming, deeply echeloned concent.rations cf forces c,-,mmiitted
to combat in cc,njunction with massive amounts of fire support,

Once

this massive force has disrupted or destroyed enemy tactical defenses,
then,

and only then, do Soviet operational maneuver forces go into

action, using maneuver to project forces deep into the enemy rear,
This Dr, Jeyk. 1-Mr,

Hyde characterization of Soviet offensive

techniques postulates early reliance on concentrated forces attacking in
basically linear fashi,;n followed by wholesale reversion to artful,
fle::xible operational maneuver,

Centralized control,

inf le:..::ibiiity, and

commensurate de-emphasis of initiative characterize the early
(:penetrat.,,n) phase, while just. the reverse applies to subsequent
(ep

ic,
itat ion) phases,

Understandably,

riiost Westerners question whether

the Scviet Army can adjust tc, meet te requirements of the e-.::ploitationo

phase

ust
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Close exarinat ion of contemporary Soviet military theoretical works
and Soviet military practices (past and present) contradict this
stereotypical view,
&l

The Soviets stress the utility ,o'f maneuver during

phases of offensive action and have, in fact, seri,-,usly considered

the necessity for employing maneuver from the very onset of operati,-mns
as they ponder the circumstances of how and when they would attack,

In

recent years the Soviets have increasingly emphasized the utility of an
offensive after only limited preparations to e::ploit maneuver to the
maximum,

This article exarrines Soviet views on tactical maneuver within its
important operational context,

The t.reatment proceeds from the

assumption that the Soviets cannot successfully erploy operational
maneuver until they master techniques for the conduct of tactical
maneuver

,

For, just as operational success directly depends on the

achievement of tactical success, so also does operational maneuver
depend for success on ski llful conduct of tactical maneuver

,

One simply

cannot exist without the other,
The most important functional entity tasked with performing the
critical combat function of tactical maneuver is the forward detachment
EpFednvni

At

],

This task-organized and tailored combat force has

existed in theory since the 19:30s and as an important combat entity
since late 1942,

In recent years it has assumed an even more important

combat role in a variety of combat situations (offense, defense, meeting
engagement, and pursuit) in the service of a wide variety of o:perational
and tactical forces (army, corps, division, and regiment.),
t

....

!

'r

;

' '

.t.

"

So

Although

today the forward detachment is one of the most important elements of
Sovijet oiperatioanal. and tac ti cal formations and a motive force in
tactical combat

Western analysts have generally ignored its ex::i ste~nce,

The Soviets describe the fo:rwa rd detachment as a:
reinforced tank (mo'torized rifle, naval infantry) sub-uni t
(unit) designated to undertake independent local missions
during combat (operations),~ On the offense the forward
detachment is employed for rapid penetration into the
depths of the enemy defense, foir secur~ing important
ob:jectivyes (po'si tions ) and for fulfill
ing~ other missions;
on the defense for operations in the secur i ty zo'ne,'
The forward detachment differs fundamenta~lly from other forces o:perating
in advance of a main force since it

performs a distinct combat function

while other "advance" forces (advance guard, reconnaissance units):
perform either reconnaissance or security functions,

Essenti all.y the

focrward detachment's of fensive actions are pre-emptive in nature,
The Souviets defined the requirement fo-r

c'rward detachment.

operati~ons in the late l920s andi throughout the 1930s,

The con~cept.

evolved to full f rui tion in cconsonance with Soviet develcopment of
motorized and mechanized foce s,

Dur ing the Great Pa r ictic W'ar,

particularl~y after late 1942, the Soviet~s employed forward detachments
to

iitiate and perpetuate deep operational maneuver,

vi rtual ly all Soviet fcorces,
every level of cc'mmand,
operations,

rifle, mechanized,

By war

's

end,

and armor aliike, at

employed forward detachments to spearhead

Fo'rwa rd detachments imrpa rted momen tumn to the advance and

acted :as the critical linkage be~tween forward operating mobile forces
and less mobile fcollow-mn fo'rces,

89-00620

i n the immediate poist-war years, the So~vie=t~s patterned forward
detachment operations after the experiences of the war years,
however,

the Soviets accepted th~e fact that a "revolution" had occurred

in military afftairs,
dnetac hment c hanged,
gjeneral,

in 1960U,

Consequently,
While

the classic role of the forward

operational maneuver

,

and operational art in

diminished in importance on the nuc lear battlefield, tank-heavy

f cward detachments offered the best means for operating tocex::ploi t
nuclear strikes and clean up' the carnag~e of nuc lear combat,
in the late~ i960s, when the Soviets began to reassess the nature o:f
combat and conclude that conventional operations were again both likely
and desi rable, op'erational maneuver again became a mrajor area of concern
in the mocre classic sense,

Simultaneouslyv

the S:oviet~s beg~an

reassessing the role tactical maneuver would play in the future,
Inevitably,

the forward detachment became a major area of concern,

-4-
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Simultaneous with Khrushchev's removal from power in
began appearing to reflect the Soviet. rilitary's
doctrinal trends,

1964,

evidence

discomfort with recent

Although probably not al together happy with the

reduced stature of the ground forces during the revolution in military
affairs, Soviet. military theorists had termporarily accepted the validity
of that revolution as long as the United States retained clear nuclear
superiority,
the U,S.

As US,

nuclear super-iority began to wane,

however,

and as

shifted from the strategy of massive retaliation to fle:ible

response,

the conventional option became,

The transformation in

at. first,

a faint hope!

Soviet military thought to a renewed belief

that war could be kept conventional took many years to fully mature,

It

first required that the Soviets checkmate U.S, nuclear capabilities at
each level (strategic, theater, and tactical) and then, as the world
wearied of the specter of nuclear war,

political conditions for a

reduction of these arms could occur, followed perhaps by their partial
or full

abolition,

This development would cast the specter of warfare

back into the conventional realm where the Soviets were far more capable
and,

hence,

rrore comfortable,

The Soviets recognized as well that

operating on nuclear battlefields as postulated made little military
sense given the enormous problems,

uncertainties, and collateral darmage

associated with even limi ted nuclear exchanges,
blueprint wo;ld takE rany years,

if

not decades,

Implementation of this
In the meantime,

the

Soviet military sought to fashion strategic, operational, and tactical

-,5-

ter~hniqL!es w#hich would make any :pponent's decision to use

Suc ea.r weapo1k
rls eve

This

r ce difficult.,
ettowa
'
a conventiona
V
J

r,,v

option was pa-a'i-iied by renewed

S,- viet concern fo" the operationalevel
;,r t

in particuan'

in c rePse o

w-: tings on

oer.-tiona!
vst

whih
tJhe

'lst:. p r:Oi'' nant. i v wi th pub li-a.IC.....
,e
0 pQr-LWnI ft

TL
.TzL Arnmi

1964.)

study i.&

r ochk in

eneran

a~y

r a;.r.

inc luding a p-eface by

the latter

ChiLef of the Ger7eeral Staff Marshai 111

re rn
c-

titera ry offensive began

The

and with QuectnI-is

19 17-1940 (196),

an,

was r.ef iecr-t ed by a

in7 its turn,

sL.be.cct

no o l

n generai,

1
waT

1f

V. Zakharov which resurrected the

and wr iti ngs of many of the pu rged te

of the

: -st

920s and

19Ss as well as their concepts -,f deep battle and deep o.,per ations,2
Th-oughout the late 1960s. and the !9707s the steady tr iCk1e of
articles on ope'ational and tactical maneuver in an increasingly
conventJ.,,.i environrent ult.riiatelv became a flood,
accompanied by detailed studies of operati-nal

operational maneuver had played a crj4-ica.
using o perationai maneuver groups,

mobile gr'oups,

e::.::perienes

roIle,

in which

Ey 1910 the concept. of

contempo'ra-y vers-ions of the formier

was fully developed, although the Soviets did not apply a

specific name to the new mobi].e groups,
1967 book:,

These were

anPry,

in I a,

Termino:logy in F

referr ing to, "maneuve-

0,
D

vedlcv 5

by

operat.ionaal groups" finally received clearer definition in severai
Polish articles in the 1950's which directly addressed oper-ational
maneuver groups EOGM in Polish] ,

Regardless of the formi-,al name applied

to operat.i.o nal maneuve r forc es, definiti on of their function was

compLete; and specific work on their contemporary -role was welli underway
by the end --If the 1970s ~riwo-uld] be further refined i*n the future,

The

~n operati:tc'ali maneuver ca~used by the re-volution in i1itr

rL~at.L4S

affairs was clIea rly over
bc tgrcoundi

fo-rce str encg tJ- and the crximpos it i n of the focrc e

structure reflce

Within the e.;-:.IanQII'ig groiund fcirces.

+.this !Jk-trend

imoproved in thai. combiri ed

forat insandp- un4its have groiwn in size ad~n
a rmsio

sc! necesisary to, conduct

balan

i

armesan

diison

csiera±. .ions,

ovntoa

nve r-eciv~ed new ciomplements of m-iechanized

infantry; all divisicins have increased in rfanpowertn
an-d in mob
--t-i'I.J by

st rengt.

cstreaml!Iinedj

Tank

and- ar'tillery

andI the icoistical structure has been

to bettei support sustained deep Conventional ciperatirns"

A wid~e varietv cif SUP.cirt-iing functional1 uni ts has evculved

to
r

f ulf

ill.

the dreams cfit v'nrse whoC created the coincept c--f deep operaticonal ruaneuver
in t he

Al.~ci;~
r ass._:ujt. battalions and b~rigades proDvid-e a ntew

vert'cL

I'
dimens-:i-n to) bictr operational and t.ac ti cal maneuver and may

suppiemfent.ei in the future by even l.arger,
air assault. corpos
tac_( fomaicn
tiLI

micore cap-able divisional-size

'. assiao3dt unit-S maV be More fu'lly integr'ated into
Di:Versic0Iary Ur Igades- add a new

aswl

iiensio-n

toc deep ciperaiEtions by further threatening the viability cif pctential
r iEnemy

rear aroea,

Tilese brigades representt an attemopt to replicate the

e;:t~nsvepartisa=_n and diversionary ciperaticons cit4 the Second Worldi War,
t,.'; 1944., materially -assisted ciperaticins by o-peratioinalt maneuver
forces
:reat.ion

fcrmat ions -as flyving art Ii le ry

,5asul.hiope

ult~~

-eilpi

:

cr tanks assi-t r,,c':e traditicnal aviation units in providina necessary
air protecti,on for deep oper ating forces,
the 'S-viet.s have eperiimented

Along with these structural changes:,
with n-ew types cf forces mo:deled cl,-csel-y,
after -[he former m,-,bile groups,

in their combined armns mi:.::,

Re-publicaticn in 1985 of General F

A

Ptmistr,-v's 194G, speeh t. GOFFG desCri-ing the rationale for converting
tank arrmies to mechanized armies signals the Sc-,viet belief that they
face a force structuring problem simiilar to that faced in 1946--namely
to create a balanced coz,mbined arms force to replace the former armorhev, frorce,
eaponry,

o-ne which can cope with warfare in a age of high techn,-logy

on; an u-anized and forested battliefield in central Europe,

weii as in cther varied regions of the world,
Rotuistrcv s speech,
well underway,

if

in all IiI::1ih,,od,

not nearly complete,

as

Re-pubiication of

signifies that the process is
This restructuring is

likely to

reach down to regimental and battalic n level as the :-;oviets provide
these units and subunits with a combined a-ms m>z: more suited for t.heir
increasingly independent role in operations,
Scoviet. concern for tac.tical maneuver has both paralleled and
ref]ected a renewed concern for operational maneuver

,

ince the early

I :7 0s, t.he So viets have tasked forward detachments with performing a
wide array cif traditional conventional riissicns while adding those
suited to a potentially nuclear environment,
in

As C:olonel V.
VSavkin wrote

1974:
The conduct of combat operations by subunits without.
the use o-,f nuclear weapons demands concentration of large
quantities of convent ':-nal means of destructi-,n on main
.es and is characterized by successive defeats of the

enemy, In such co nditions, units and subunit-s must
constantly be ready for operations with the use of
nuclear weapons,
Soviet descriptions of forward detachment
relatively constant since 1971,

,issions have remained

The frequency of articles and studies

on forward detacment operations, both historical and conterporary, have
,arkedly inLreased; and the recommended composition of the forward
detachments has subtly changed as the Soviets have sri fted from the 190)
reiiance on tank-heavy forces to a better combined arrs balance.
curing the i970s, while most Soviet theorists publicaiiy maintained
the nuclear context for operations, especially in their major published
works, the amount of space devoted to conventional "type" operations
expanded,

Articles on distinctly tactical themes often discarded the

nuclear context entirely,
set the trend in motion,

The two books most often quoted in the West
A, A, Sidorenko's 1970 work Natum pnia

The

offensive] described operations within a nuclear context but, in doing
so, covered techniques equally applicable to a high intensity
conventional envirorment,

Sidorenko articulated forwa'd detachment.

missions ai ready sketched out in the 1960 s,

Unfortunately, Western

analysts then, and to some extent now, have seized on the nuclear aspect.
and rissed the point,
V, Ye,
a

a.1
l,

Savkin7's 1972 stu dy,

y. p_

Oa

L

lki:I [The E;asic principles of operational art and

tacticsi, legitirized the re,'alm of operationai art after its negiect inl
the 1960s,

Usino intensive study of Great Patriotic War operational and

aQCIL l.-i techniques, Savkin focused new attention of conventional

-

9

-

matters, althuoh carefully maintaining the nuclear context,

Savkin

clearly described forward detachmftent missions, past and present, and
noted, "New means of warfare and a qualitat.ively different nature of
troops create more favorable conditions for wide use of such
podrazdeleniya [subunits] and substantially increase their combat
capabilities,"6

Propretically, Savkin noted the feature which, in the

future, would become the distinguishing factor between7 designated
operational and tactical maneuver forces and main force units, given
that all were now mobile,

He wrote, "The difference in composition of

troops operating on the axes of the main attack and on other axes
probably will be less sharply expressed than was formerly the case.

The

main troop grouping will be distinguished more in the qualitative sense
7
than in numbers, " [e phasis added]

In April 1972 Savkin published an article on maneuver in the journal
%.nny!

VLn!L

the year,

[Military Herald] which precipitated responses later in

This series of articles reviewed all aspects of maneuver in

contemporary war,

After mandatory reference to nuclear war, a group of

distinguished theorists, including Sverdlov and Reznichenko, surveyed
maneuver in a distinctly conventional manner,
ter.d emerged--protovoiadernyi

During the exchange a new

[antinuclear maneuver ]--which

Sverdov defined as "the organized shifting of subunits with the aim of
withdrawing them out from under the possible blows of enemy nuclear
means, to-,
protect their survival and subsequent freedom :f action to
strike a bl:,w on the enemy

Therefore, antinuclear raneuver is also one

of the forms of maneuver,"

The defensive aspect of this maneuver was

- 10 -

compilemented by offensive measures "to rapidly disperse subunits or
change the direction oif their offensive, ,and

conduct. other measures

related to defense against weapons of mass destruc t-i':'n
Ant-iiuc lecar mi-aneuver had other facet~s as well which woul~d become
apparent as the decade progressed,

In fact,

operational and tac tical

maneuve r techniques them-fselves, as they emerqed over ti-c decade,
specifically designed as types of antinuc lear mr~aneuver,

were

A force which

ermp loved them' sk i11ful Iv could seriously inhibit an enemfiy' s abilit-y to
employ nIuclear weapons, even if
already seriously questioned,

it

wished to, an inte-nt icr th--e Soviets

Thus, by

3 7 VG

Rezn ichenko.r_ was able

to write on this important 'theme:
T1he continuous conduct c--f battle results T romp. +.he
growing combat capabiliti.es of forces, the nature cf
contmporr perations which develop in great dept~h
and the derimtnds ---f operational art as e-:.:pressed in
-taci ca
ontinYuolus oge rat. ions 'qua ran tee the
alchievemi-ent of o-bject-ives ini a short timt-e with
less e.x-pendIture ofJ fories and1 weapons; deprives
the enemyi o--f the t-irmi and ca~~pabilIity for reest-abli14shinig thFe comi-bat wo-rt-hiness of his force.
fonr carrying -out- the mi-aneuver of reserves, fOr
regrouping -and st.r iik ing blows, f'or supply cif
-imater jel mean4rs, and fc'r organizi ng on:pos i ti CnI
on1 newc1:'tons- and assists in ti-i destructioin
of the enemy in detail

The-1
continuous condCuct:1- battle at a hi'ih
tempo c reates unfavo-rable cond itions for eneITIV
u4se of weapons of mi-assive destruc tion
tie
c annnot e:.::ac tlv determine targets for nuc lear
strik:es anid, b.esides., will be forced to
shift his nuclea~r delivery means often,"1
This restateri-ie-nt of antinuc lear maneuver captured the essence and
overall rationaie o--f '::1oviet ojperat icnal and tac ti cal mianeuver concepts
anid techniques in the late 197Q0s ;and 1980s,

The foilowing year (1973) the Soviets published a major study of
troop c,-,ntrol during the Great Patriotic War which analyzed control and
coordination of large forces at. the operational and tac.ctical levels of
combat, in particular focusing on detailed aspects of troo-p control
during high speed operations of mobile groups and forward detachments,''
In a 1974 article, Colonel V, Savkin again reviewed facets of

contemporary maneuver

After two paragraphs on nuclear warfare,

throughout the remainder of the article, Savkin clearly distinguished
between nuclear and conventional warfare but noted that the
destruct.iveness of advanced conventional weaponry required resort to
many of the maneuver techniques required by nuclear war itself,
While analyzing the nature of contemporary war, it
is necessary to remember that. science and technology
are developing at a stormy pace; and, in all armies,
new and new types of weapons are appearing, This
demands a creative approach to the study of its
[battle's] theory and to mastery of the artful use
of thecretical precepts into reality,12
1977 there appeared the first of two major studies on armored

in

warfare which would appear in the decade, General A, I, Radzievsky's
1

L

[Tank strike].

This classic detailed study of tank army

operations during the Great Fatriotic War exhaustively e::.::amined all
aspects of operational and tactical maneuver during the war,

Two years

later Marshal 0, A, Losik published an even more detailed work on the
same subject,

Both works covered in detail the tra ditional operations

of forward detachments in a wide range of operations,

In his preface

and conclusion, Radzievsky noted:
Contemporary offensive operations will also be characterized
by decisive aims, large scale, maneuverability, and dynamic

-

12 -

combat operations, Indeed, therefore, the study of e::::perience
of the combat use of tank armies in the Great Patriotic War
today has important meaning,,. in particular, the experience of
using tank armies to achieve the decisive aims of an operation
in a short period, 13
Losik, as commandant of the Malinovsky T.nk Academy, appropriately
noted:
History teaches that the more the military cadre works
out in peacetime on the basis of new concepts of military
art, and the more detailed and carefully they e::.::amine theory
by e:xperience and operational training and especially by
real combat experience, the closer that theory relates to
actuality and to new demands, 14
As Radzievsky and Losik prepared and published their major works, a
steady stream of articles on operational and tactical maneuver appeared
in a wide range of Soviet military journals, responding to Losik's
counsel and, more important, indicating the path of developing Soviet
military art,

In the center of that path lay concepts for operational

and tactical maneuver which Soviet theorists obviously viewed as
answering the military problem of escaping from the strangle hold of
nuclear war,
in

1977 the journal S

Yg,%

published a new series of

articles on the theme of maneuver as it related to high tempo
operations,

The authors concluded that only constant maneuvering could

produce high tempos and success in a nuclear environment and added, "One
must not, however, rely only on nuclear weapons,"'1

The authors singled

out forward detachments as a key maneuver element, stating':
An important role in the achievement of a high
offensive tempo can be played by forward detachments,
prepared and aimed at specific objectives, whose
composition expediently includes tank and motorized
rifle subunits on BMPs with reinforcements, By
-13 -

the ir da ri ng and~ ente rpr is ing ope rat io'ns and
sk:illful envelopment of strongi points, they
can rapidly fulf ill the mission,
Forward detac hment~s operated in conjunct ion with tacti cal air assaults
comandposs, aunc~h and firing posi tions, and assisted
whic seure
the continuous adivan ce of the main focrce,

Combat helicopters in c lose

c ommun i c ations wi th other forces, provided a new means of air support,
As if

to emphasize the growingi dual nature of combat, a li977 article

on pos:twar tac tics of the Soviet Army catagor ical ly stated,

"There

appeared from the beginning cf the 1960Us Eaccording to the au~thor, the
mo~st recent period2 views on the conduc t of ofTfensive battle not onlyv
with the use of nuc lear weapons bu t alIso with conventional means cf
destruction,"''

Later in

the same articlec, he agi

stated,

"Consequently in the 1960s. the tactics of offensive battle were work<ed
out both with the use o'f nuclear weapons, and with the use 'if only
conventional means of destruc tion,

In both instances of fensive battle

"

requi red "non-stop penetration of prepared enemy defenses at high
tempo",

the firepcower and seccmndary mobility of assault units

,and

themselves,

1

By the end of the 1970s, Soviet views on tac ti cal air assaults had
matured to a pcoint where the air assault fo:rce itsel.f co;:uld send out a
firward detachment or func ticon as a fcorward detachment in its own r ight,
A ]980 assessment noted:
if, in the war years or in the first postwar years,
it was cconsidered that an air assault could occupy a defense
and firmly holid strong points (positions), not taking into
consideration losses, until the arrival of the main force,
then subsequently, with an increase in the maneuver capabil1ities
of subunits, it became more active, An assault, while
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dispatching forward detachments on enemy approach routes,
used reserves and second echelon subunits to conduct
counterattacks ....
The detachments usually consist of from a company to
a battalion, reinforced by artillery and sapper subunits,
They carry out from ambush, strikes on enemy columns, his
artillery and his nuclear means; hold up his movement;
and destroy his command and control while organizing
attacks on his staffs and communications routes, Detacr-,!ents widely employ mines, construct obstacles on
roads, and destroy road construction,''
In 1987 another article confirmed the independent role of an air
assault force, stating:
A parachute-air assault battalion during operations
in the enemy rear can serve as a forward detachment
with the missions to seize, on the a::is of a raid, an
important objective or favorable position (mountain
pass, crossing over a river obstacle, road junction,
defile, etc,) and to protect the approach of the main
force, Its composition can include artillery and
engineer-sapper subunits 20
Ey the early 1980s, Soviet works had clearly defined the expanded
role of forward detachments in both offensive and defensive operations,
The definition continued to expand,

F

D'verdlov's
D,

982 wiork

Taklicb skii wneyj [Tactical maneuver) reviewed the basic nature of
maneuver warfare and sketched out, using historical examples, the role
cf forward detachments during penetration, exploitation, pursuit, river
crossings, and meeting engagements, "1
An important article written in i982 by N, Kireev reviewed post-war
tactics and articulated contemporary missions of forward detachments in
penetration operations,

He prefaced his description with the remark;

Since the beginning of the 1960s, our military theory
and practice have allowed for the conduct o:f combat
operations with conventional weapons only, but with
the constant threat of enemy empioyment of nuclear
weapons, This circumstance dic tated the necessity of
-
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djete rmining modes of emipl1oym~en t of tank units and
subunits in penetrati ng a well -prepared enemy defense
in con formii ty with the new demands,22
He then described the contemporary role of fo'rward detachments:
in connec tion with an increase in the role of the securi ty
area in the enemy's defense as well as the presence of a
large number of diversifijed minef ields and obstac les in
the defense, tank subunits were sometimes desig~nated to
be employed as special forward detachments,
in this
case their principal mission was to capture and destroy
weapons and control f ac ilities for barriers of fire
es talished in this zone, aggressivel1y penetrate and
capture tactical ly important installations and
positions, with the objective of creating the
requisite co:nditLions for the main forces to advance
to the forward edge of the enemy's main defensive
area and to penetrate it2"
Defensive lines deep in the enemy's defense were to be overrun without a
halt,

in dispersed approach march formation, and som'retimes in march

columns as well,

Penetration was to be accomplished primarily by

advance guards or forward detachments as in a usual offensive operation,
Kireev ac comipan ied his contemporary an~alysi s of forward detachment
opera tions with a c omp rehens ive ex:amni nation of wart ime tank and
mechanized corps'

forward detachment operations,

analysis by c oncl1ud ing,

He finished his

"These rich combat ex:per iences have great

importance both for work ing out the theory of the use of tank units
Eregiments) in the o:f fensive in contemporary conditions, and fo:r the
practical construction o:f forces during the course of combat and
political training," 2 '
The second edition of Reznichenko's study, Iaklika
1984,

published in

underscored the importance o:f maneuverabilIity in contemporary war

and the role of the forward detachm~ents in achieving maneuverability:

-
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The most important means of achieving high
maneuverability are: reliable neutralization
of the entire depth of the enemy combat formation
by nuclear weapons and conventional means and
timely and effective exploitation of their

effects; wide use of aviation, tactical air
assaults and fo:rward detachments; decisive
of fensivye ac ticon in pvc-combat formation
and cc'±umns w ithc'ut disamounting; the conduct
of maneuver operations along~ axes; decisive
overcocmi ng cof radioactive contaminated sec tors,
obstructions, destroyed regions, fires, etc.;
the focrci ng of water obstacles from the march
and other missions, 26
in his 1987 edition of ThLJiL-.

Rezoichenko provided a more refined

description cf the contemporary battlefield and the role of tactics on
it;.

While examining the course of the development cot
of fensive tactics, one must note, that today, when
comba t operations embrace simultaneousl1y the entire
dep th cof the combat formation of both co':nterndi ng
sides, the necessity arises fc'r a positive re,assessment of the contents of combat missions
in particular, it
of forces on the offensive,
seems expedient to determine them not by 1ine,
as it was done cbef ore, but rather by important
area (objective) , the seizure of which will secure
the underrmning of the tac ti cal stabil1itv of the
enemy defense,26
This ended the icong traditLion of assigni ng forces lines £nubezJ3 as
missions and instead designated distinct cobjectives for each force,

In

effect, this negjated lincar development of combat and instead postulated
uneven development of cc'mbat on a fragmented battlef ieid, another
man ife~station of the effects of antinuc lear maneuver,

This desc ription

also captured the contermpcrary milieu in which the forward detachment.
had tc' operate and sketched out the pr inc ipal missions the forward
detachment would perform--that is to initiate early tac ti cal maneuver,

-
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Reznichenko stressed the utility o:f new combat techniques designed to
surprise an enemy, among which he included "daring raiding operations"
which he defined as "the delivery of surprise and decisive tank strikes
on enemy strong points and during the development of the offensive in
the depths of the defense, "27

In his 1987 edition of IAU.-

Reznichenko expande, this theme, writing:
In contemporary conditions, broadened possibilities
are created for further enrichment of the arsenal of the
tactics of offensive battles by new tactical methods.
Thus, in connection with the fragmented nature of
contemporary battle,,,there are possiblities for
further development of raiding operations tactics, 2 0
Reznichenko pointed out that both mobile groups and forward detachments
had carried out raids during the Great Patriotic War and concluded, "Now
raiding operations can be employed from the very beginning of the
offensive" to destroy enemy nuclear delivery means, enemy high precision
weapons complexes,

air defense and radio-electronic combat

communications centers, and for seizure of communications centers,2 9
The decisiveness and dynamism of contemporary offensive combat created a
broad range of opportunities for using forward detachments,
Besides securing separate terrain objectives (road
junctions, population points, passes, etc,), forward
detachments can perform such complex missions as
destroying nuclear delivery means, air defense means,
enemy command and control centers, some of his rear
area objectives, and combat with air (amphibious)
assaults and airmobile subunits, When assigned
combat missions, forward detachments are normally
given:
composition and direction of operations,
objectives and when to secure them, and the order
of artillery and air support of its actions,2 °
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The 1987 edition added chemical delivery means and reconnaissance fire
comfplex:es to the list of forward detachment objectives,
Reznichenko pointed out the decisive role played by forward
detachments du ring the Great Patrijoti c War and the ir ab'ility to: overcome
natural obstacles from the march,

in particular rivers, and strongly

sugges ted an ex:panded role for for ward detachments in cocntempo rar y
co'mbat,

Subunits, pursuing the enemy from the front, "destroy securi~ty

subunits by decisive operations; p'enetrate to the main force; and, inl
cc'ordination with neighboring subunits as well as with tactical air,
assaults and forward detachments (advance guards),
attack the enemy from the march,"''

if

they are created,

Both forward detachments and

advance guards also played "an important part" in river crossings,
Reznichenko declared the principal missions of the forward
detachment in the meetin~g engagement was "while traveling at maximum
speed, to:attempt to secure its designated objective before the enemy
did, "32

It destroyed small enemry groups in its path,

inflicted maximum

casualties on the enemy, and facilitated the advance of the main force,
Failing in its mission,
overcome enemy djefenses,

it

maneuvered, along with its main force, to'
Reznichenko'5 1987 edition expanded the

description o:f the meeting engagement and added the forward detachment
mission cof containing enemy forces so that they could be engaged by
concentrated fires,

The new editio:n was alsc' more specific regarding

the tactical missions cof forward detachmnents,
force battalions,

advance guards, and main

The forward detachment's immediate mission was "the

seizure and holding of assigned favorable positions, the delivery of
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fire from all weapons on the advance enemy subunits and protection of
the movement and deployment of the main force,"33

Reznichenko noted the

addition of tactical air assaults to the formal combat formation and
"wider use of forward detachments,"

which, in effect, described a new

Soviet concept of land-air battle Enazemno-vozdushnyi bol.34
Reznichenko's 1987 edition added further details to forward
detachment operations,

He noted the importance of providing e::tensive

artillery support to them and stated they could be formed on the march
in anticipation of battle or during the attack itself; and, when
performing their missions,

they could advance 30-60 kilometers in

advance of the main force,3

6

Reznichenko specifically mentioned joint.

operations by forward detachments and air assault forces against
particular objectives,

He then added considerable detail on forward

detachment operations during a meeting engagement analogous to that
contained in

Sverdlov's extensive work,

In general,

the expanded

passages reiterated the importance the Soviets attached to the meeting
engagement and the role played by forward detachments in that type of
combat,

It also recognized the dangers posed by enemy "precision

weapons systems" and suggested remedies to that problem,

Above all, to

conduct successful meeting engagements, forces had to exploit the
factors of time and maneuverability,
Finally, the 1987 edition of Reznichenko's work added an extended
section on mountain and desert operations, probably derived from
e:periences in Afghanistan,

His description of the utility of

enveloping detachments and forward detachments in these special
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environments also dovetailed closely with descriptions in Sverdlov's
book on forward detachment operations,
Other recent works affirm Reznichenko's description of the role and
importance of forward detachments,

A 1986 work on motorized rifle and

tank battalion tactics, edited by Colonel General D, A, Oragunsky,
contained lengthy sections which expanded on Reznichenko's description,
especially regarding the meeting engagement,

Dragunsky emphasized the

importance of the battalion in modern combat, stating, "The revived
capabilities of the battalion, and the increased significance of the
independent operations of subunits, naturally places great demands on
the commander."36

Dragunsky's work reflected a growing trend among

Soviet theorists, reflected by actual force structuring, to argue for
greater tailoring of forces at regiment and battalion level, so that
these forces could operate more independently on the modern battlefield
An entirely new dimension of forward detachment operations appeared
in a 1986 work by M. M, Kir' ian entitled Vnezapnai'

[Surprise],

Kir'ian cited wartime experience to underscore the role forward
detachments played in achieving surprise,

By means of rapid operations,

forward detachments pre-ermpted enemy defenses in both the tactical and
operational depths, secured river crpssings and passages through
intermediate defense lines, and sometimes produced general paralysis of
enemy command and control,

Kir'ian also pointed out the role forward

detachments could play in deception plans to hide the direction of main
attacks37

-
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Ey the early

19-:Os, Soviet r i.itary

openly the potential
battlefield,

iripact. of

theoreticians began to note

high-precision weaponry on the

a real.it.y which placed even higher premium on rapid

maneuver,

An article

published

in

1984

tated:

In recent years, conventiona! means of dest ruc t.ion
have undergone rapid development; and today some of these
types are distinguished by very high .accuracy, icong range,
rapid fire
and great power,
In their destructive effectiveness
they appro:<imate tactical
nuclear weapons,
It ha.s beco,me
o-,vious that massive enemy use of such high-precisio'n weapons
will lead to a considerable complication -,f conditions for the
c,-nduc t.of cimb i ned arms bat t.
1 e i-n general, and of fens ive
cperations in particular,De
The aut.h:,r concluded that, although basic offensive principles still
applied, greater premium would have to be placed oin "the
surprise actions, maneuver cof subunits and fires,
cccperation,

skill

in

of

combat.,

in

all

the author emphasized

"

3

in

intenticins,

and

his subsequent. descript i,-,n

the role played by f,rward detachments

types crf ccimbat,

Thereafter,
weapcinry and
General

sharp and continuo:us

concealing frcim the enemy ione's

firm ccint:i.nuous command and ccntroi,

impo.,rtance oif

I,

a seminal

its

many Scviet writers
impact on coimbat,

Vorcb'ev
article

raised the issue
In

:if

precisicn

a series ,of 1987 articles,

(the same Vri_ b ev wh:,

as a

colonel

on foirward detachment i=,perations)

in

19.4,

MaJlr
wrote

sketched out the

impact of new weapcnry of the 1980s and stated:
A striking indicatcr, of tactical maturity ioif comianders
and staffs,
,
is the use of the principles of maneuver,
Its
role in a].l types cf battle
is very great,
For example,
maneuver aimed at cc-incentrat.ing forces for a struggle with
VTO (v
,sokntucye)
[high-precision
weaponry], and with mobile antitank helicopter detachments;
maneuver aimed at withdrawing subunits ftri under strikes;
and anti-helicopter maneuver,
It is important. to hide from

the enemy, who is preparing strikes by nuclear weapons and
high-precision combat systems, in crder to undertake
measures in response,
For this, it.is necessary to conduct skillfully a
dual fire struggle wit.h enemy rapid response fire
means; to- strike them from the first launch, at
the start, and at ma::imum distances; to counteract. activev turning movements, envelopments,
and raid operations; to destrcoy rapidly air
landed, amphibious, and diversionary reconnaissance
groups; and to conduct false maneuvers on diversionary

Ey exiteisio-n, Vor,-b'ev implied measures similar to these defensive
ones could be used on the offensive,
a subsequent article in 19
combat,

As if tco confirm this c,-,nclusion,

e::.::panded on Vorob 'ev's description of

The authors argued that "modern combined arms battle is fought

throughout the entire depth of enemy combat formations, both on the
sides' contact line EFLOT] and in the depths, on the ground and in the
air,"

Consequently, the fragmented nature of battle will result in

mutual wedging of units and subunits, which will have to- operate
independently for a long time,"4'
The authors recognized the link between forward detachment
operations in the Great Patriotic War and the requirements of
contemporary combat, stating, "Whereas in the Great Patriotic War such
actions wer.e chiefly characteristic of airborne and advance parties, in
cur day they may become universal,"42

Of far greater implication was

the autho-rs' open recognition that echelonment would ais,_- be affected,
as they stated:
In this case, there arises the problem of defining the
optimal structure for the first and second echelon
at the tactical level,
With the enemy using highprecision weapons, the role of the first echelon
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has to grow,

It must be capable of achieving a

4
mission without the second echelon (reserve), 3

Soviet writings throughout the 1970s and 1980s clearly indicated the
belief that extensive emvployment of forward detachments by virtually
every force operating at the tactical level would enable the first
(single) echelon to accomnplish its critical combat mission,

The

comprehensive description by Sverdlov and a host of other tactical
writers has finally and rather completely defined forward detachrrent
roles and missions in contemporary and probably in future combat,
It is rather ironic that, throughout the 1970s and 1980s, while the
:Soviets intensely studied about forward detachment e::periences and wrote
about thei r contemporary usefulness, Western open source analysts spent
little time on the subject,

Where mentioned, forward detachments were

treated as a tangential aspect of Soviet military art--in essence a
curiousity warranting little attention,
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From the Present into the Future

To:day,

the So:viets believe that future war with or without the use

of nuclear weapons will be war by maneuver,

Only a mieasured response

involving prec ise firepower and ex::tensive, skillful maneuver can produce
offensive success,

Since the late 1950s, two major factors have shaped

Soviet offensive concepts:

the ex::istence of nuc lear weapons and

ex::tensivye conventi onal1 offensive ex:peritences,

Both factors are

refliectedj in current Sovijet operational and tactical techniques,
Recently m~aj~or advances in conventional weaponry,

in particular, high-

precision weapons, have become a third factor,
The Soviets increasingly doubt that the super powers wo:uld resort to
strategic nuc lear war,

They likewise feel that an appropriate

combination of peacetime poliiti cal and wartime military measures may
further reduce the 1ikl1ihood of nuc lear weapo:n use, even in theater war,
As M, M,[*i r 'ian wrote in 1982;
As weapons have been developed and experience gained Iin
ex::ercises has been synthesized, so has Soviet mtil1itary science
been enriched with new theses on wal
WLbio AL £nducinc.
wilitjzI Qperslin
in the event of a war,
The successes of the
Sovie't U~nion in the area of military technology and weapons
have convinced imperial ist strategists both of the do:ubtf ulness
of their very concept of utterly defeating the USSR by means
of a sudden massed nucltear strike and of the inevi tabili tv of
retaliation, Refusing to abandcn their designs in principle,
the aggressive forces of imperialism have come up with the
theory of an escalating war--that of unleashing a war,
f ighting it only with conventional weapons for a time,
and mak ing a transition to the use of nuc lear weapons
at a certain stage (initially tactical and subsequently,
if need be, more powerful nuc lear weapons),
They have not.
ex:c luded the possibility of engaging in armed conflict.

while using only conventional weapons,
Under these
c ircumstanc es, Soviet military thought has developed
methods of conducting military operations both with and
without nuclear weapons, 4 4
During the 1960s the Soviets developed a comprehensive view of how
nuclear war would unfold,

Kir'ian has provided the clearest general

picture:
It has been concluded that in a nuc lear war the methods
of conducting military operations are based on nuc lear
strikes and on activities coordinated with them involving
other resources, Moreover, the scale and methods of nuclear
weapons employment change the nature of troop combat
o:peratio:ns, a fact ref lec ted in the further development
of the theory of operational art and tactics, Think ing
in military theory devoted special attention to working
out the first operatio:ns, which would be of key importance
for the subsequent course of an armed conflict,
These
operations would be distinguished by decisive objectives,
large territorial scope and great dynamism, massed use
of diverse resources, intense electronic warfare, difficulty
in exerc ising comimand and control as a result of active jamming
by the enemy, and difficulty in providing logistic support,
The possibility of the defending side creating a stable
and deep defense demanded a correspondingly deep operational
configuration of attacking forces,
The first operational
echelon in key sectors was also to include tank formations,
which were to be used for a quick advance into the enemy's
depth of position, for destroying his nuclear strike weapons
in coordination with assault forces, etc,
Motorized rifle
formations acting in cooperation with tanks were to complete
the destruction of surviving enemy groupings, It was
recommended to make extensive use of forward detachments,
and to penetrate defensive lines in the enemy's operational
depth from the line of march, For the most part, tank
formations operating in close cooperation with missi le
troops and aviation were to be used for this purpose,",
In the 1970s and 1980s, the Soviet political and military leadership
faced the task of implementing policies which would make nuclear war
less likely and of developing military concepts which, when employed,
would make if difficult,

if

not impossible, for a hard-pressed enemy to

respond with nuclear weapons, even if

it

wished to,

The political

aspect of Soviet policy is apparent in their approach to arms
1limitations and force reductions,

Here the ultimate~ goal is a de-

nuc lear ized theater of operations,
Since the Soviets realize that de-nuclearization will be a long and
difficult incremental process (if

it

military aspect of their policy,

That aspect has two: principal facets,

First,
war,

ever occurs),

they must develop the

the Soviet have addressed the question of pre-emption in theater
This has involved close and detailed study of " initial periods" of

war, in general,

in a search for techniques which either produce rapid

victory or, conversely, stave off precipitous defeat

4

'

1

It has also

involved equally detailed study of pre-emption itself--that is those
operational and tac tical1 techniques that promise to paralyze either an
enemy's will to resist or his capability to react effectively to largescale military attack,

Under the rubric of antinuc lear maneuver,

the

Socvi ets have sought methods of conduc ting of fensivye operations whi ch
would achieve those ends,

They believe they have found the answer in

the realm of o:perational and tactical maneuver,
Soviet military solutions to the lurking presence of nuclear and
other mo'dern weaponry is,

characteristically, a dialectical synthesis of

the new and the old--of techniques developed in the 1960s to: meet
nuclear real ities combined with time-honored metho'ds employed in the
Great Patriotic War,

The resulting synthesis envisions Soviet forces

operating in a nuc lear-scared configuration employing operational and
tactical maneuver in the initial period of war to pre-empt and overcome
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quickly enemy defenses, to paralyze the enemy's ability to react, and to
win rapid victory within carefully difined political limits,
Through the means of focused operational and tactical maneuver,
Soviet forces intend to crush forward enemy defenses; rapidly penetrate
into the depths of the enemy's defenses along numerous axes; and, by the
immediate intermingling of forces and other direct actions, deprive the
enemy of an ability to respond with nuc lear weapons,

As Soviet maneuver

unfolds in the depths, consequent paralysis of enemy command and control
will ultimately paralyze his will to: resist and, hence, prompt his final
defeat,
This offensive scheme posits certain distinct requirements,

First,

the offensive must achieve a degree of surprise to permit the creation
of necessary force superiority and to gain initial critical advantage
over the enemy.

Surprise implies ex:tensive deception to blur attack

intentions, to conceal the location and scale of the assault, and to
mask the principal indicators of impending hostilities,
Second, the Soviets must avoid those actions most indicative of
impending attack,

This means attacking without overt large-scale

mobilization, the most visible and apparent of indicators, which
requires extensive preparation of the theater prior to war and
development of selective covert mobilization techniques which may be
4
7
carried out incrementally over time,.

Third, to o'ffset the lack of mobilization, to reap maximum surprise,
and to generate initial correlatio'n of forces sufficient to establish
high offensive momentum, the Soviets must eschew deep echelonment,

.
2_
. -,

They

must employ single echelon strategic and operational formations with
reserves to back up the of fensive,"
Finally, the Soviets must commit operational and tactical maneuver
forces as early as possible in the operation to achieve rapid
penetration, to enmesh forces quickly, and to create the very conditions
they must create if

they are to avoid an enemy nuclear respo:nse,

Ideally, the Soviets will seek to meet these requiremients,
well understand, however,

that theo~ry and reality seldom match,

They
Thus,

while seeking to realize the ideal, they will prepare for operations in
less than ideal circumstances,
The Soviets describe the ideal circumstances for an offensive to be
an attack against an unprepared defense--defined as a defense manned by
security (covering) fo:rces only,

The least ideal circumstance is the

necessity for assaulting a fully prepared defense,

So distasteful is

the latter prospect that Soviet writers come close to ruling it out

catagorically,49

An attack on such a defense, in non-nuclear war, would

produce a high intensity, probably costly penetration battle of a linear
nature,

More important, as the operation develops to favor one side or

the other, there would be available the time, the opportunity, and,
perhaps,

the inclination to revert to nuclear weapons,

This prospect

negates virtually all the benefits which the Soviets believe can accrue
froma using operational and tactical maneuver.

It also accords the enemy

time necessary to remedy their chief problems in an initial period of
war; the problem of fo.rward deployment of forces and weapons,
reinforcement, and the movement of reserves,
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The manner in which the Soviets conduct operational and tactical
maneuver varies across the spectrum of combat, in particular as it
relates to the solidity of the defense,

in all offensive instances,

operational and tactical forces enter combat as early as possible froom
positions well forward in the Scoviet Qgnj and army operational
formation,

Against unprepared defenses, tactical and operational

maneuver forces lead the assault, while against partially prepared
defenses, tactical maneuver forces lead, supported by heavy fires, to be
followed shortly by operational maneuver forces,

The task of

penetrating prepared defenses is fulfilled by multi-purpose divisions
and armies while tactical maneuver forces commence the exploi tation and
operational maneuver forces continue the exploitation deep into the
enem~y's operational rear area--all in a matter of a few days,

The

coherence of the e::ploitation and pursuit, in all of these
circumstances, depends directly on the well-coordinated operations of
tactical and operational maneuver forces and their close interaction
with other main force units,

QuanLtily., Comiti n nd Temigl
The number, size, and designation of operational and tactical
maneuver forces varies in accordance with combat conditions.
general, however, operational maneuver groups function at i
level,

Normally

army size,

In

n

and army

Lznii employ one to two operational maneuver groups of

Armies, in turn, normally employ one operational maneuver

group of division size,

Tactical maneuver forces, in the form of
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forward (or enveloping) detachments operate at the army, division, and
regimental level,

Armies normally field one regimental-size forward

detachment whose mission is tactical/operational, that is, it is
expected to perform a mission as deep as the close operational depths of
adefense.

Divisions normally employ one battal ion-si-e forward

detachment; and,

on some o:ccasions,

regiments may employ a battalion-

Army and divisional forward

size forward detachment as well,

detachments operate during~ the penetration and pursuit phase of an
oiffensive or on the march in anticipation of a meeting engagement,
Regimental forward detachments are employed primarily in an attack
against an unprepared (or sometimes partially prepared) defense oir
during the pursuit and meeting engagement;
In additicon, coperational maneuver groups of tzanij. and armies
ext4ensively employ forward detachments during all phases of operations.
Fritnt

operational maneuver groups use a regiment-si ze forward detachment

of its own and a battalion-size forward detachment for each of its
subo:'rd inate formations,

A rmy o:per at ionali maneuver groups al1so~ use

multiple battalion-size forward detac hments for theiar own o:perations and
for those of subordinate units,
Forward detachments,

at whatever level they are emfployed, are

tailored enti ties with a broad range of reinforcements designed to:
permit them to operate independently and, while do:ing so, survive and
complete their missicon,

Depending on the enemy and the te1'vain,

nucleus can be either tank or motorized rifle forcLes,

-
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their

Because they are both tailored and functio:nal units and subunits, it
is probable the Soviets refer to them asi corps and brigades,

The

traditional di fference in termi no logy between division-regiment and
corps-brigade is that the former have been and are 1line fo:rmnations and
units whichn per form a troad range o:f combat functions,

In co:ntrast,

corps and brig.ades have been tailo:red formations and units which have
performed an ex:perimental or specific function,"

Operational and

tactical maneuver traditionally fits into the latter catagory,
to the end of the Great Patriotic War,

Thus, up

operational maneuver forces were

termed armies and corps, while tactical maneuver forces were cal led
brigades,

In essence, corps were tailored and reinforced divisions,

while brigades were tailored and reinforced regiments or batt. 1ions,
Today it

is likely the Soviets have already covertly termed designated

operational maneuver forces as armies or corps,

It

is equally likely

that forward detachments are covertly termed brigades !as in the case o:f
an army forward detachment, either corps or brigade),

Aws
Forward dietachmrent use depends upon the nature of the defense,
number,

The

composition, nature, and depth of forward detachment operations

differs in direct relationship to the firmness o:f the defense,
When attacking unprepared defenses (only a deployed enemy covering
force), army,

division, and regimental fo:rward detachments initiate the

assault, penetrate the covering force area, and pre-empt enemy

occupation of the main defensive belt (figures 1-2),

The general depth

of the forward detachment mission from the FLOT will range as follows:

Army

50-80 (close operational depth)

Divisional

30-50 (rear of main defensive area)

Regimental

20-30 (front of main defensive area)

Against partially prepared defenses (in-place covering force plus
partially occupied main defense area), army and divisional forward
detachments, supported by heavy fires, overcome the security zone and
penetrate into the main defensive area to forestall establishment of a
firm, continuous defense and facilitate the commitment of main force
formations and operational maneuver groups (figures 3-4),

Average

depths of mission are as follows:

Ear w rd 20~~wnf

Qt
Q

Army

30
:0-40

Divisional

20-:30 (front of main defensive area)

L

WiiiaLLa

(rear of main defensive area)

In offensives against prepared defenses (fully occupied defenses),
forward detachments are designated in advance at a my and divisional
level (figures 5-6),

However, they do not participate in operations

u-til the penetration phase is complete,

In sone instances, divisional

forward detachrments can be used to overccorme the security zone or to
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initiate subsequent attacks on theimain defensive area,

If they are

employed during this phase, they would be tasked only with performing
limi ted missions against specific o~bjectives

,

It

is also unlikely they

would emnerge capable of c onduc t ing subsequent oper at ions, hence the
S;oviet reluctance to use them during initial phases of the operation,
Should combat be nuc lear from the outset, forward detachments lead
the attack at all levels of comrrmand,

Whether co:mbat is nuclear or non-

nuclear, once the penetration operation is ccomplete,

forward detachments

lead the ex;:ploi tation phase at all command levels,
Dur i ng the explo itation, f orwarid detachments ser vi ng operat ional±
maneuver forces and main forces provide the means for maintaiaiing the
forward momentum of the entire force,

They insure fragmientation of

enemy forces, p re-empt or over come inter mediate enemy defensive
po:si tions, and destroy the equilibrium of deplo:ying enemy reserves,

All

the while, forward detachments provide the essential linkage between
operational maneuver and main forces and lend cohesiveness to the entire
offensive (figure 7),
Tactical air assaults in battalion, or sometimes brigade, strength
either operate in coordination with ground forward detachments or serve
as forward detachments in their own right,

An air assault company or

battaliomn under division control participates in operations to overcome
a security zone or, as is more likely, the enemy main defensive area,
It cooperates with the divisional forward detachments,

An air assault

battalion or brigade conducts similar operations in support of an army
forward detachment, usually within the close operational depths (80-120
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kilometers) to support either the initial advance and subsequent
exploitation of an army tactical maneuver force,

In essence, air

assault forces with their vertical fire support means constitute an air
echelon, in its own right, to supplement the existing ground
echelon(s), 6 1

and Vulnerabilities

P

Too often the Soviets have portrayed forward detachment operations
in a positive light, devoid of all the blemishes and warts which have
characterized their evolution,

Very simply, tactical maneuver, just as

in the case with operational maneuver, has been, is, and will remain, a
complex endeavor undertaken amidst the uncertainty of combat,

On

occasion, chance itself has turned well-planned maneuver into tactical
disaster,

The Soviets understand this fact well, even though they are

often loath to talk of it.
Soviet military theorists, commanders, and planners must certainly
wrestle with solving problems inherent in forward detachment operations,
Among those long-term problems are the following:
-determining the proper size of each forward detachment,
at each level of command
-tailoring each detachment to meet objective conditions
-structuring each detachment for both march and combat
survivablility (anti-tank, anti-aircraft, logistics,
maintenance)
-determining the proper depth of mission and,

-
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-matching mission depth to the requisite
logistical support
-determining the proper time of commitment of
each detachment
-assessing proper length and width of pre-combat
formation and the distance between forward

detachments and their parent units
-insuring continuous and effective command
and control
-assigning missions which will facilitate
achievement of overall tactical and
operational objectives

These problems are not unique to tactical maneuver, for they apply to
operational maneuver as well,
Failure to solve any one of these problems can lead to severe
operational -difficulties, if no:t worse,

Just as none of these problems

is new or unique, each has also proven in the past difficult to solve,
in particular in peacetime,
A last majo:r problem, and hence challenge, for the Soviets rests in
their continued ability to adjust operational and tactical maneuver
concepts to the realities of changing weaponry,

A recent Soviet review

of Sverdlov's book on forward detachments highlights the dilemma,
stating:
It needs to be pointed out, however,

that the author has not

taken into full account trends in the development of conventional
-

4.3--

-

weapons in the armies of the USA and certain other nations of the
aggressive NATO bloc. These involve homing missiles, bombs, and
shells, high-precision weapons, reconnaissance/strike systems
and high-powered charges providing for highly effective target
destruction and making it possible to put the "fire and forget"
principle into effect, The book should havP explained the
impact of these weapons upon the combat operations of forward

deachments, 52
Certainly this new technological revolution in military affairs will
have a major impact on Soviet offensive concepts,

The Soviets

understand this perhaps better than anyone else, and some theorists are
postulating that a new period of military development has already
begun,63

Soviet military theorists are pondering the dilemma and

suggesting solutions,

In the short term these solutions suggest even

greater emphasis on maneuver, tempo, and those qualities and procedures
the Soviets have already been stressing,

It is clear that forward

detachments will play an increasing role in any emerging new solutions,
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as regular ground rifle
formations,
For the remainder of the war, the
Soviets maintained the general purpose airborne divisions and functional
air assault brigades,
During wartime a variety of corps and brigades
(artil1.lery, sapper, tank destroyer, etc,) performed functional missions,
The rifle corps was something of an exception; but, then, it was a nonTOE, t.ailorable tactical headquarters,
In the immediate post-war years, the distinction of divisionregiment and corps-brigade blurred because all fozrces had become mobile
and armor had spread almost uniformly throughout the force,
The brigade
terminology was retained for specialized support units (artillery,
antitank),
In the late 1960s and 1970s, however, as Soviet concern for
maneuver in a potentially conventional environment revived, so also did
the use of the older terms "corps" and "brigades," Today various types
of brigades (air assault., diversionary, heavy artillery) exist,
In
addition, brigades have appeared in Afghanistan (motorized rifle),
which
appear to be tailored entities possessing a distinct maneuver function,
Separate (so-called independent) tank battalions in Scviet motorized
rifle
divisions of GSFG are organized similar to older tank brigades and
seem to warrant the designation brigade,
The somewhat larger separate
tankr egiment assigned to armies is analogous to the separate tank
h.lt lir
and may be termed brigade or cor'ps,
Si,
Reznichenko, in his 1987 edition of Inl ik.,
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While analyzing the future development of offensive
combat tactics, one can propose that, under the influence
of modern weapons and the greater saturation of ground
forces with aviation means, the combat formation of
forces on the offensive is destined to consist of
two echelons--a ground echelon, whose mission will
be to fulfill
the penetration of the enemy defense
and develop the success into the depths, and an
air echeicn created to envelop defending forces
from the air and strike blows against his rear
area, (p, 206)
Hence, throughout Taktika, while referring to Western air-land battle,

Reznichenko refers to.' Soviet "land-air battle,"
52,
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1986,
53,
In a recent review of a book by A, Babakov on the Soviet armed
forces in the post-war years, A, Reznichenko challenges E:abakov's
description of post-war periods of military development,
Babakov
postulated that the distinct periods were 1945-1953, 1954-1961, 19621972, and 1973-1986, Reznichenko argues for the subdivision of 19451960, 1962-1970, and 1971-1985,
His argument clearly delineates the
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period of the revol[ution in mili. t.ary affairs (1961-1970) and the period
when the Soviets adopted a dual opt.ion (1971-1985),
He strongly implies
that a new period has begun in the mid-19-0s characterized by the rapid
cha noing pace of conventional technology and the emergence of highprecision weaponry as the first
noticeable facet. of that change,
The
growing irmportance of the new weaponry will procbable accentuate
techniques the S,_-,viets developed in the 197Cs to deal with the menacing
presence of nuclear weapons, Specifically, the Soviets will develop
further operational and tactical maneuver techniques aimed at. preempting or neutralizing effective enemy use of any weaons of mass
destruction, nuclear or conventional,
See V, Reznichenko, "Sovetskie
vooruzhennye sily v poslevoennyi period" EThe Soviet. armed forces in the
post-war period], QoMUnjaj ynnruzhe
. aU
sil
[Communists of the armed
forces], No,
(January
98).86-88,
Soviet concern over Western
technclogical dominance and an inability of the Soviet economy or
research and development organs to keep up with the accelerating pace of
evolving weaponry may have, in part, prompted Soviet recent emphasis on
defensiveness in search for Predvshka--a breathi ng spe.1--to undercut
the pace of Western weapons' development and permit the Soviets to keep
pace,
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